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Poll finds
finances top
concern for
students
By Cliona Ward &
Fionnuala Holohan
A new survey carried out by DIT News
found that the greatest cause of stress for
students in DIT is money. Thirty-five per
cent of students polled told DIT News that
financial concerns are causing them the most
worry, and cited a lack of part-time jobs,
concerns over graduating into a bleak job
market and worries over cuts to maintenance
grants as their top concerns.
One student who took part in the anonymous
poll remarked "I'm in fourth year now and
Ijust don't know ifI'm going to get ajob
after this. I've put in so much hard work and
I don't know if it's going to mean anything
when I graduate and there's no work for me.
It's really depressing really!"
Another student said "I'm worried about
my grant; I didn't get my repeat results
this year until after we started back so my
application's been delayed and I'm worried
I might not get it this year and next year it
might not be as much because of the budget.
It's a really difficult year this one".
Financial concerns are not the only worry
causing students stress. The pressures of
college took second spot on the poll of
student worries, with 15% of those polled
stating that deadlines and exams are causing
them great deals of stress. "We're under
so much more pressure this year" noted
one participant, "we don't have the same
facilities, or even the same amount of
hours, and we're still supposed to produce
the same results as last year's class".
The recent closure of all the fitness facilities
in college took third place in the survey
with 11 % stating they're worried that their
health and fitness may suffer as a result and
that they may have lost these facilities for
good.
The newly elevated registration fee took 4%
of the poll. "Its €1500, that's a lot of money,
and rknow that €600 of that goes straight
back to the Government, its robbery" stated
one student surveyed.
Participants highlighted problems with the
campus wifi and computer facilities as a
source of stress, with 5% saying they were
concerned about the service.
The diminishing library service was
responsible for a further 5% of answers "I
go to Mountjoy Square" one student told
DIT News "and I've heard rumours we're
going to lose our library altogether, I can't
go trekking back and forth to Bolton St
every time I want some quiet study time."
Transport took 4% of poll results, with
students worrying about getting to college
and getting between the 32 DIT buildings
scattered across the city. Fortunately for
those polled, the new poll bike scheme
launched by DIT this month might ease
their worries. Bikes can be hired from the
Student's Union offices on campus and used
for free.
The administration in DIT was the cause
of the remaining 4% of worried answers
with students complaining of not receiving
results until after they started term and
delays in registration. One mechanical
engineering student told us "I get that
they're under pressure because of the cuts
but it shouldn't mean that people didn't
know if they should even be attending
classes at the start of the year. I'm sure
some people came back to class and then
found out they hadn't passed. It's mad
really".
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the Editor...
Unsurprisingly money topped our poll with a _
you quaking in your boots about the job front and
scarea about grant cuts. All we can hope for is to stay active,
be engaged, be aware ofwhat's going on in your campus or in
Leinster House. Knowledge is power here folks. .-
To keep things a bit more cheerful however, we ask the all
important question: Do you like John & Edward. A whole forty
percent ofyou HATE them, thirty seven percent LOVE them
and almost a quarter ofyou don't know who they are (get your
head out from under that rock!)
On a more serious note, I was really saddened to hear about
an incident that happened to our academic colleagues in UCD.
Societies on campus have been fined €5000 for calling an event
'The Virgin Ball .
The penalty was given because the Recognition Committee of
Societies Council and Academic Council in UCD found the
title "in breach of the basic standards of propriety and consider-
ation"
I think we should be grateful to DIT for not imposing such
ridiculous 1?enalties on our societies, all of which are the life-
blood of this campus.
Enjoy your reading this month, we've some interest-
ing travel pieces, great opinion, plenty of news
and DEnt IS lookiilg better than ever!
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Having spoken with Green Party Leader
John Gormley, Oan told the group that it
remains clear that 'fees through the back
door' may soon be the only alternative.
Minister Gormley has stressed that
if capitation fees do go up that it is
not as damaging as if full fees were
reintroduced.
News 3
effective means of a voice would be
he put it plainly; TO's only understand
votes as a currency and if students don't
vote in numbers then students will be
trampled on.
"We have an amazing opportunity to
start afresh. I meet so many people today
that don't believe in anything. While
you are here for 3 or 4 years it is pivotal
that you put forward your ideas that can
change the country. Ifyou don't, no one
else will."
USI VP Oan 0' Neill reminded
those gathered that the USI has been
continuously arguing for a need to
invest in education in order to tackle the
recession. The crowd voiced concerns
that there is a conception that students
don't care. When asked what the most
The crowd was
made aware of
speculation from
inside Dail Eireann
that there is a
cutback on maintenance grants on the
way in order to increase savings at the
Department ofEducation. This would
present people from lower working class
areas with another barrier to access.
When asked if there is any sympathy
towards people looking for a degree
from within the Seanad Ivana stated that
there was less sympathy towards us and
prospective students than there is for
issues facing primary schools. She urged
students to make their concerns known
to their local Tds, with her message
remaining simple; stay active, defiant
and make your voice heard.
fees increase, the
funding that the
institutes receive is
actually decreased
so it balances out; a
phenomenon being
referred to as 'fees
through the back
door'.
On November 3rd DIT's Labour Youth
Society welcomed Senator Ivana
Bacik and USI Vice-President Dan
0' Neill in for a talk on cutbacks and
how they affect the DIT campuses in
particular. The evening was full of
healthy discussion and brought home
some serious issues that face third level
institutions in this current economic
climate.
Ivana herself is a Reid Professor
of Criminal Law, Criminology and
Penology at Trinity College Dublin and
is a radical voice in the Seanad. She
has openly criticized the blows dealt to
education as a result ofAn Bord Snip
and she was quick to point out that DIT
has been more severely affected than
most. A prime example of this is that the
HEA embargo includes replacing full
time staff on paid leave. Opinions in the
Dail differ incredibly from the voices in
the room. There is mass cursing when
we are told that Minister Lenihan does
not consider Librarians to be academic
staff.
One attendee failed to see how it
added·up, given that capitation fees
have increased by two thirds for this
academic year. She stated that having
paid more this year it wouldn't be
unfair ofus to expect more services
and Ivana stated that it was unfortunate
that we can't even seem to retain the
services we had last year. What students
don't know is that when capitation
By Glenn Fitzpatrick
Bacikshows
support for
DIT students
The group will be looking at ways to en-
courage this such as the provision ofbicycle
locking facilities throughout DIT, negotiat-
ing discounts for students at local bike shops,
competitions, and a Pool Bike scheme, a
bike hire program akin to the Oublinbikes
scheme but just for OIT staff and students.
DIT gets
green and
healthy
By Andy McFarlane
Currently, only 1 in 10 students or staff of
DIT cycle to work, with only another one
in ten walking despite the fact that over half
the staff and student population live within
10km's of their college.
As a result, a new group formally set up on
the same day as the President, Prof. Brian
Norton signed the Smarter Travel Workplace
Charter aims to tackle the problem head-on
by encouraging both staff and students alike
to move towards more sustainable travel
primarily through cycling and walking.
The plan is to get at least 4% of the student
population and 6% ofthe staffpopulation to
change their ways, in a bid that would see
230,000 car trips or 414,OOOkg's of carbon
emissions removed from Dublin per year.
Already, we've seen covered bike spaces
being made available at Mountjoy Sq. and
secure parking being provided for students at
Cathal Brugha St. Aside from that, discounts
have already been negotiated with four bike
shops so far throughout Dublin just for OIT
students! And that's all just for starters...
Following on from what's been done so far
and what we have in the pipeline, we'll be
continually looking at other ways to make
cycling and walking to OIT across all the
sites more attractive and this is where you
come m.
Ifyou think you might be interested in join-
ing the group, have an interest in sustainable
travel or there's something that's been put-
ting you off cycling or walking to OIT, then
we want to hear from you! Get in touch by
contacting Sinead McNulty at inead.mcnul-
t (, ,ditie and hopefully we'll see you soon!
4Trekking
stars do it
forOxfam
By Derek Grant
Every summer thousands of students are given
almost four months holidays. Many have to find
work, some do. Others find themselves sitting at
home playing video games or with their families
on vacation. Another choice, few think off, is
volunteer work.
This summer was my second year volunteering
for Oxfam and it was lots of fun. I had the
opportunity to meet people from all over the
world and we enjoyed some fundraising events
through the summer. The most recent was the
1'railtrekker event. The Oxfam Trailtrekker was
originally a military exercise organised by British
Army Gurkhas in 1981 but this year was Oxfam
Ireland's first Trailtrekker event, and will be held
annually.
The Trailtrekker is a 100km long, 30 hour event.
All teams are organized into groups of four, with
each team organising a support crew to provide
extra food and anything else the team might need
at the checkpoints. This year, 93 teams participated
with just under 370 walkers. Our local shop,
Oxfam George's Street, organized a team for the
event, the Startrekkers, and I was at hand to help
them out.
We arrived in Carlingford on a bright Saturday
afternoon and after spotting the Startrekkers
walked with them to the next checkpoint at
Camlough. Walking uphill from the Lough we
were blessed with the sun. We waited with them at
the checkpoint while they took a break and, when
the team was ready they set off again. This time
alone.
At 8am we left again to find our friends. We
arrived at the checkpoint with the morning mist,
there had been light drizzle during the night and
we hoped the team was bearing it well. Two of
their members had unfortunately not made it, one
was put out by illness and the other suffered a knee
injury. The remaining two were very tired, and sad
to lose two of their teammates.
When they finally arrived at Carlingford's Moy
Centre it could not have been too soon. 28 hours
and 23 minutes. They were exhausted. But they
did arrive to music, medals and a massage from
some "Brazilian" masseuse. The ultimate reward
for people with so charitable a heart they could
walk a hundred kilometres.
The next event organised on behalf of Oxfam
International is Oxjam. If you are interested in
volunteering or if you have a band and they are
interested in helping a good cause, please call
1890-60-60-65. Check out the Oxfam Ireland
website for details on gigs and venues.
Overcoming
coming out!
By Gillian Middleton
If you are a homosexual, bisexual or
transgendered person you may at some
stage in your life feel like mentioning this
to someone; this is called coming out.
Unfortunately, it's not all that it used to be.
Gone are the parental reactions that True
Movies are made of. More often than not
it's a case of 'well, obviously!' or 'damn,
my money was on your brother. '
You may find after all of the stress and
anxiety over how people will react, the
only person who is bothered by it is you.
The anti-climax can be a little
disheartening; but mother, don't you want
to call the priest and have him cast out my
demons or something? Alas, she'd rather
go back to watching Fair City.
Coming out will not make you any taller,
funnier (why does Gillian have two i's? so
Gillian can seeL..shut up, I'm hilarious)
or more attractive but it will, more than
likely, make you feel more comfortable
with yourself and give you an new
perspective on other people.
Grant cuts
could cause
student
sicknesses
By Cliona Ward
Proposed cuts to student maintenance
grants will result in unhealthy diets and
long-term health problems.
This is according to Healthy Food for
All (HFfA), which last month published
findings from a scientific study by the
Food Safety Authority of Ireland (FSAI)
in relation to the affordability of healthy
diets for those on a low-income.
The report found that it is up to 10 times
cheaper to provide calories in the form of
unhealthy foods which are high in fat, salt
and sugar, than from healthy alternatives
such as fruit, vegetables, lean meat and
fish.
The study also found that the choice of
places to shop in communities has a
While my own parents reacted badly at
first within a week it had swung to 'We
support you no matter what! " now that's
not going to fill out the chapters in my
autobiography, it certainly won't get me
onto Oprah's couch anytime soon and no,
that's not a euphemism for anything.
The most traumatic part of the whole
thing was when mother decided to start
singing along to 'I Kissed a Girl' in the car
last week but gay or straight, no daughter
needs to hear that. So I decided to try
college for a bit of the old discrimination
but the second year Media Artists are
gayer than I am.
My good friend, Zephra, broke it down
for me one day 'Gillian, no offence,
it's just that nobody cares.' I don't even
get that sideways glance for the gay
reaction when Ellen Degeneres comes
up in conversation. I mean, what does
a homosexual have to do to get special
treatment around here?
The best you can hope for from the
experience really is the ability to feel more
relaxed in the company ofwhomever you
have come out to and an excuse to go
around singing 'I'm coming out. I want
the world to knOw. You've got to let it
show!'
If you are contemplating coming out of
the closet and would like to talk to people
who've already done it contact the Igbt
society! 19btdit@gmail.com or www.
1gbtindit.corn
big impact on dietary choice, with local
convenience stores being up to twice as
expensive for the purchase of healthy
foods.
According to Marjo Moonen, Chair of
HFfA, cuts would put a healthy diet
even further out of reach for financially
challenged students.
"Government policy must address the
financial and other barriers to healthy
eating," she said.
"We know that a healthy diet helps to
prevent heart disease, stroke, cancers
and obesity and [everyone has] a right
to food that provides adequate nutrition
and protection against common diseases.
Furthermore, by ensuring that [students]
have access to healthy foods, we could
save the Government - and ultimately the
taxpayer - money in the longer term."
ance soc have classes on mondays
-8 on mondays and 6.30-8.30 on
ednesdays in larkin college
reakdance classes are mondays 8-9 .
arkin college and 5-6.30 on wednes-
ays in kevin street sports hall.
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Minister for Transport Noel Dempsey and DIT President Brian Norton inspect one of the refurbished pool bikes
Photo courtesy o/Campus Life
environmentally-friendly way.
Details for how to avail of the new scheme
will be provided by the Students Union
shortly.
Further action is being planned in terms of
safety classes, promotional events and car
sharing website.
Jen Jordan, vice-president of the DIT
Students' Union, currently cycles to college
each day, as do her colleagues Sean Campbell
and Tracey Flinter. "Cycling around town
is faster, better for you, better for the
environment and cheaper than any public
transport» Jen said, "plus...in the upcoming
welfare week ifyou cycle to college we'll give
you free stuff for your effort..so you've nothing
to lose get on your bikes!"
shift attitudes and people away from private
transport and onto more sustainable forms of
travel» he said, "and we can't get out of our
current difficulties without imagination and
leaps of faith of this nature".
He praised the leadership and innovation
shown by DIT and expressed his delight at
being present at Aungier Street to launch
the scheme, which he described as "simple,
effective and self-starting".
Brian Gormley, the manager of Campus Life
and head of the Smarter Travel Working
Group in DIT, noted that 69% of staff and
86% students currently use sustainable travel,
mainly public transport and that 30% of staff
and students travel between campuses weekly
with 10% travelling daily. The DIT Pool Bike
Scheme is aimed to help these travellers in an
This scheme will provide refurbished
bicycles for DIT staff and students for travel
between the DIT campuses. It forms part of
the action plan from the DIT Smarter Travel
Working Group, which has been set-up to
address commuting and travel challenges.
These refurbished bicycles are abandoned
bicycles that have been recovered from the
streets ofDublin and made road-worthy with
the help of local bike shops. 18 bicycles in
total will be made available for the scheme,
7 ofwhich have already been delivered,
with approximately 5 more to follow mid-
November.
By Fionnuala Holohan
The DIT Pool Bike Scheme was officially
launched on the 29th ofOctober by the
Minster for Transport, Noel Dempsey.
Speaking at the event, Mr Dempsey
commended DfT for showing the way on
low-cost solutions to environmental issues.
"It is hugely important that we continue to
Dead bikes
reborn in
DITpool
bike scheme
Mature
students
decide to
DOSS
By Bob O'Mhurcu
After getting off to a flying start
during the Clubs & Socs Festival,
where over 130 members signed
up, we've gone from strength to
strength! We held our first event
of the year on the 8th ofOctober,
where an intrepid troupe went bowl-
ing. We also held our rain-soaked
AGM where this year's committee
were elected, so say congrats to
Fionnuala, Derek, Niall and Izabela
agreed to take the reins for 2009/10.
The first thing the new committee
decided to do was change the name
ofthe society - "Mature Students
Society" seemed a bit fuddy-duddy,
so we are now officially the "DIT
Old Skool Society" or D.O.S.S for
short! AND we're getting hoodies .
made up for our members, which
you can buy for a measly €15. Drop
us a line at ditmaturesoc@gmail.
corn to order yours. We'll be an-
nouncing the winner ofour hoodie
slogan competition soon too - the
student who comes up with the best
slogan for the society wins a free
hoodie, so watch your emails!
Our usual flurry ofcoffee mornings
is ongoing, and loads ofmembers
have taken the opportunity to come
along, grab a coffee and a free sam-
bo and have a natter. Keep an eye on
your emails for our next one.
Christmas is coming, so naturally
we are going Ice Skating - we'll be
hitting the RDS for 7up on Ice on
Saturday 5th December at 6.5Opm.
We've got FREE tickets for the
first 40 students to sign up, and we
still have a few spaces left. Be sure
to drop us a line at ditmaturesoc@
gmail.com to book your place!
That't; it for now, but we have much
more planned for nest semester - just
watch this space....
Igroup - who were supposedly responsible
for the assassination of his own father Abdul
Ahad Karzai in 1999. He appeared committed
to doing whatever was in his power to help
weaken the organisation.
Unfortunately, little changed in Mghanistan
during his first five-year term as President.
Conditions for Afghan civilians in some areas
improved only marginally and corruption
spread through his cabinet rendering it farcical
in the eyes of many. As vicious and often
indiscriminate as ever, the Taliban stepped up
their offensive in a conflict, now eight years
old, whose monthly death toll is higher now
than ever before.
And so, it is hard to blame many Afghans for
their anger and discontent at the events of last
week. There was something so despairing
about Abdullah Abdullah's withdrawal from
the run-offjust days before it was due to
take place. It was as if in the face ofall the
adversity their last beacon or hope for change
had given up. His emotional withdrawal
statement where he cited concerns that a
fair ballot would not take place only drove
home just how difficult and remote a prospect
democracy, as we know it, is for Afghanistan.
With no opposition, the lED were left with
little choice but to cancel the futile run-off and
officially declare Karzai president. Even with
the world watching, the US and UK putting
pressure on Karzai to change and 'forcefully
move forward', its hard to be optimistic and
see the next five years in Afghanistan being
radically different from the last five.
The date was set for November 7th • The
Afghan people would again go to the polls
and attempt to elect their leader. It was like
'Deja vu' really. A similar sequence ofevents
had also taken place in 2004. A presidential
election was held, Karzai came out with a
majority, questions were raised, and a run-off
was held. Only this time Karzai was officially
declared President from the results of the .
supposedly less corrupt run-off.
Great things were expected of him back
in 2004. He had more or less governed
the country since the US backed Northern
Alliance had overthrown the Taliban in 2001.
Under the 200 I Bonn Agreement, both high-
ranking Afghan leaders and the West deemed
him the most suitable man for the job. Until a
level of stability was reached in the country,
where the Afghan people could decide for
themselves, he was the best candidate to lead
the Interim Administration ofAfghanistan.
While in their offensive against the Soviet
forces during the 1980's, Karzai, like many
Afghans had supported the Taliban, he had
since shown great disdain for the militant
The lED (Independent Election Commission),
a UN led panel, had little choice but to hold
an investigation into the election, and decide
ifKarzai could in fact be officially declared
President. After the investigation, it declared
that there had been substantial electoral fraud
and the fairest and most 'democratic' solution
was for a run-off to take place between
Karzai and his nearest competition Abdullah
Abdullah.
Hamid Karzai came
out the winner with an
overall share of 55.4%
of the vote.
However,
straightaway, and even
during the election,
concerns were raised
at the validity of the
result. Speculation
arose as to whether
or not the election
had been conducted
fairly and whether or
not Karzai had truly
won it. Reports of
intimidation, ballot
stuffing, and general
mal-practice at several
levels flooded in.
Karzai
crownedin
contested
election
By Jennifer O'Riordan
The powers of the West seem to think so. Last
week, world leaders such as US President
Barack Obama and UK Prime Minister
Gordon Brown recognised the Pashtuns
appointment, congratulated him and then
followed up their congratulations with stem
warnings that he had "a lot ofwork to do".
While its hard to see how the situation could
have been resolved without more unnecessary
expense and bloodshed - it still feels like a
kick in the teeth.
The whole thing reeks of defeat. Defeat to the
Taliban who stepped up their relentless attacks
on civilians, army personnel and anyone
trying to facilitate the democratic process.
Defeat of the establishment of the Aghan
people's right to choose. Defeat of progress.
A quick breakdown of what happened; In
August of this year, Afghanistan, with the help
of the UN, planned to hold election for a new
President. Hamid Karzai's first term at the
helm h.ad ended and to follow the rulebook,
it was time to give the Afghan people the
chance to opt for a change. Procedures were
put in place. The UN sent more civilian staff
to Kabul to assist, guide and advise. Polling
stations were set up and campaigns run. The
election was held and the outgoing president,
In 2009, can we really accept the outcome of
the recent Afghan Presidential election and
think of Hamid Karzai as a rightful leader?
Given the highly questionable election, the
speculated ballot stuffing, and supposed
intimidation of voters at sparsely located
polling stations can we really regard his
appointment, after the cancelling of the run-
off with Abdullah Abdullah, as an appropriate
outcome?


100 miles an hour so I find it
hard to even lie down most of
the time. Obviously if I have to
get on a plane the next day I
don't sleep wellf I get nervousbefore a gig so don't sleep too
good then either and if I am
racing the next day
Where would you most like to
be right now?
Putting on a helmet and getting
ready to ride a motorcycle on a
Spanish racetrack. I love bikes
more than anything. Four wheels
move the bodr. but two wheels
move the sou .
- - - --
What do you consider your
greatest achievement?
Has to be Naked Camera I
suppose. I was strug9ling to do
anything at all right In my life
until that came along and then my
life changed so much I still can't
really keep up. It's the reason
people come to my comedy shows
and it still makes me laugh when
I see pies of people dressed as the
characters for Halloween and stuff
so that wins hands down really.
What keeps you awake at night?
Everything, I am a terrible
sleeper. My head is always going
- - - ------
What is the trait you most
deplore in yourself?
I'm a nervous wreck and it takes
a million years for me to make a
de~ision about anything. I must
drive everyone I know mental.
What is the trait YOU most
deplore in others?
Liars. That's a crime that deserves
shooting.
What is your favourite book!
work of art/piece of music?
The God Delusion, Richard
pawkins is the book, not much
In to. art at all reallyand I love
all kmds of music. My iPod is a
testament to a very confused ear.
What is the worst job you've
ever had?
I got a job that had something to
do with air conditioning where I
had to sit in an attic with a meter
that I didn't know what it did
writing down any numbers that
came up on it on a piece of paper.
While doing all this I had to wear
a big white spacesuit type thing
and sit on my own for nearly 10
hours a day. Hell on Earth that
was and I sti II have no idea what
the point of it is.
What has been your biggest
disappointment or regret?
Being in the room while I had to
get my dog put down, I would do
anything to take that memory out
of my head.
If you could go back in time,
wilere would you go?
The 80's! I only caught the tail
end of th.em but they were deadly.
Never mind all the folks that said
it was rubbish. It was brilliant and
the TV was so ridiculous you'd
smile all day. I still love all that
music too.
What single thing would
improve the quality of your life?
Well right now I'm a bit cold so a
warmer lacket would put me back
up to 1000/0 . .
By Fionnuala Holohan
PJ Gallagher has fast become
one of Ireland's favourite
comedians, famous for taking
a tired candid camera formula
and injecting it with freshness,
verv~, au~acity ~nd ~veryday
Dublin WIt. The Impish comedian
is currently touring, and will
be back in Vicar Street on
December 5th. He's also just
released a new DVD of his live
show called 'Just Jokes'.
When were you happiest and
why? .
I was working in a warehousejust after left school and that's
where I met Jason Byrne. We
never did any work and we were
drunk most times and it was
the best fun I ever had. Funny
enough that place is closed down
now, we both work as comedians
and I don't drink at all now.
What is your greatest fear?
Flying, I hate planes with a
passion, they have always scared
me and I don't think I'll ever get
over it. I've tried everything from
hypnotists to expensive courses
where they show you how the
plane works and every time I do
one I actually get worse. I still
fly whenever I have to but the
people that make Vallium have
a poster of me on their wall by
now.
Which living person do you
most admire and why!
ProbablY my mate Ger he's a
Dublin Fireman, he's always in a
good mood and no matter what
h~ does he's really good at it
without being a cock about it.
- - - --
What single thing would improve
the quality of your life?
Being as nimble as I was forty years
ago.
Where would you most like to be
right now?
On a nature trail in Northern Israel
or staying at Roundwood House near
Mountrath in my own lovely Laois
Ofcourse Joyce but currently the
Shadow of the Wind by Ruiz Zafron.
Music, Chopin C sharp Minor Waltz
What has been your biggest
disappointment or regret?
Je ne regrette rien
What is the worst job you've ever
had?
Unpaid quiz master on RTE pilot W •
programme. It was a disaster from the hat do you. conSider your
beginning to the end and I am very greatest achievement?~onoured to say it has achieved a listing Not for me to say.
ID the 100 worst television programmes
ever made. What keeps you awake at night?
Nothing
If you could go back in time, where
would you go?
I would go to a New York Club
Reisenweber's on Columbus Circle in
1917 to hear the Original Dixieland
Jazz Band initiating the whole jazz
movement with their fantastic music
What is your favourite booklwork
of art/piece of music?
What is the trait you most deplore
in others?
Same as in others i.e. self importance.
What is the trait you most deplore
in yourself?
Self importance
When were you happiest and why?
With the people I love anywhere.
That is your greatest fear?
Suddenly snapping into consciousness
in the middle of the National Concert
Hall in front of a microphone with a
very large attendance and having no
idea what else or what the event is
or what I am supposed to be saying.
Which living person do you most
admire and why?
Archbishop Desmond Tutu.
By Fionnuala Holohan
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When a band's first song could
be mistaken fOl' Uleir last, you
know it's going be good. With all
the passion of an en-COt'e TIle
Ait'bome Toxic Event opened
Ule show, teaching us a few of
the th ings they've leamed about
live shows in tlleit' two year tOUt',
prom0ting UleiI' de but se If-tit Iecl
album.
'"Hitting Dublin stages for tile
fifth time, set-up complete
with two mini sCl'ee ns, a j' aised
dt'um platform and steps to
accommodate those stage dives,
this was never going to be an
ordinary show.
With a short intro, followed by
Does This Mean Your Moving On,
they set the standard very high.
Switching instl'lltllents evet'Y so
often; between keys, guitat·s,
basses ancl double basses, the
one thing that coulclnit be
ignored j:; th e shee j' Aue ncy witll
music Ulat this iJallCl )l1o..,\s cb a
collective. .Ix
Toxic EVfilt did see1tto fine! it
hat,cl to make all impact on Ule
Irish audience in the fit'st Ilalf
of the show, bat'ely coaxing C1.
t'esponse and tl'ying to igllol'e the
fact that hC1.1 f the Cl' 0VI' cl see mecl
to be there fOt, that "radio edif',
Sometime Before Midnight.
NoneUleless Ule attilOsphet'e
sprang ft'om 011(' ellCJ of tilt'
spectl'llm to tIle other ill tilt,
second flalf when the Cl'O\\'cJ
fi na Ily got the it' please I', not as a
SflOVV -c loser as on e n: ight ex pect
but, IleC1.I' ['llOl1911 to the end that
the bzwd held J fe'-:. tl'acks left in
them to l'eC1lly dispicty t1leil' skills
in S\Neetelling tile somest of the
It- ish C1U cl ieil ce.
Jazz degrees and tile ability to
I)laya guitar' ,\ itll C1 \jiolirl bc,
clside, it CC1.n be said fl'OI11 seeillcJ
't nl'st-hC1.l1d t1ut U1;S is tlleil'
yeC1.test ac..!l;t.:'.fl"ellt to elate.
In the build-up to the t'elease of,
Toy Story 3, the original childt'eA's
classic Toy Stol'y has been t'e-
I'eleased in tile exciting 3D format.
Tile delightful movie toys with
ch i Id like curiosity and considet's a
child's !!lost important questioll;
wllat Ilappens wllen you leave toys
aIon e i 11 a I' 0 0 m?
AccOI'd iIlg to the fi Im, they come
to Iife! T 11 e fi Im cent res 0 nagang
of cOllVivial playthings led by the
chal'ismatic Woody, a pull-stl'ing
cowboy who just so happens to be
And)"s favourite toy. On Andy's
bi1'111 day he rece ives the Iatest must
have action figut'e: a spaceman
named Buzz Lightyeat'. Buzz soon
becomes the apple of Andy's eye
leavi ng Woody jea Ious of his new
space comrade.
Afte t' a tu I'll of eve nts \Noody
and Buzz aI'e left st raIlCl edin the
'outside \vol'ld' and must fonil Cl(l
aliiarlce ill ol'elel' to slJl'vive. Thel
fC1.cE ,11Zl:ly ol)stacles al' their' quest
to n?tul'" IlomE iilCludillg Andy's
mal:~ioljS neiCjilboul' Sid '.VllO loves
notl: i11g rllOl'e than me Iti ng toys
ancJ Ileal' destl'uction as they are
t'ocl<eted into the ail'.
The 3D l'eVal11p adds all intl'iguing
Ile ,.. cJil11ellSioll to all all'eCldy
at:13z::19 film. COllstCllitly hailed
as P' xa( is best I;. Ol'k, TOj StOl'y
Ilighl;~lltS tile tl'ue po'.\el' of
aI; i I : 1atE cJ III 0 \' ies Cl: 1c: S11 0;,,) t!: a. t
'.\it"cut Cl doubt Cl!lilllCltfCl fill1ls
I';::: 'Co >"":: ;;,:<:'),-, ')O"'Et' to c'iOi<t~ ;ell'
--(.- - - -(-- .. ''-..- ~.. \,...", (~,
f::'~0>C):'(lj '~~Sr)Orl:SE the vie',vel', bOtll
oicl aw~ YOLill~L as their live Clction
CO~Jilte(pal'ts.
If Clnytllillg tI:e 3D ~Ie:lkllt rficl:<eS
tile fii,,~ seell1 ;C:\!f:l fl.llllliel' allCI
111OI'e ellgagillg :11:111 bebl'e Zllld
\vil; f:ave childi'tl 1 Zllld aclults alike
fillCJi:lg trlelllSflves once again
cOtnpiete!y dl'a.'Y1l ;lltO tile :=a!'1ooll
f11aste I'P ieee.
New from the pen of Oscar winning
Juno scribe Diablo Cody and
director Karyn Kasamu (Girl fight,
Aeon Flux) co Jennifer's Body.
The movi . flick about
Needy, teenage
girl an er (played
by Tra abloid
regul
m is surprisingly emoti
e story showing two
od friends and the sad
erntse of their friendship. Sad
,there's no nudity though
bjectified in much the sa.llR:"'IlIIo.....-'
w ichael Bay might put her
astride a motorbike, and it all gets
a little kinky. Overall this is a good
enjoyable film but nothing ground
breaking.
society
f r €
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Hookedon
Facebook
By Deirdre McGing
Facebook, a place where lonely and socially
incompetent losers can pretend they have a life,
but at what price?
Facebook has become an indispensable way to
become 'friends' with the people you despised
in school, have a virtual farm, inform the world
about something dim-witted that's on your
mind and they even have something called the
'news feed' where you learn about dumb shit
that no one really cares about, effectively it is
the world's best means of stalking.
What began as a creepy way to rendezvous
with the world at large has now spiralled into
a ridiculous obsession for many users and may
have you logging on up to ten times a day. You
may seem to be glued to your monitor for hours
at a time, and the only website that you're arsing
around on is Facebook.
Comical as this may appear, a phenomenon
known as 'Facebook Addiction Disorder' or
'FAD' is very real in today's society. Although
it is not an official medical diagnosis, therapists
claim they are witnessing an increased number
of users who've crossed the line from social
networking to social dysfunction.
Experts also argue that users seem to depart the
real world for a significant time period of their
everyday lives to spend time in the 'Facebook
world', as it is referred to. This glorious virtual
place is a happy land; in short, it is a place
where people's everyday problems seem to
melt away.
However, it appears that the vast majority of its
200 million users have not reached the point of
Students a
no-show at
mass protest
By Glenn Fitzpatrick
The first Friday of the month saw tens of
thousands take to the streets ofIrelaDd in
protest of the proposed cuts in upcoming
budget. The day overall was a huge success as
no return just yet. Facebook
only becomes problematic
when users ignore family and
work obligations because they
find the Facebook world a
more enjoyable place to spend
time than the real world.
There is a definite problem
with Facebook. When you
think about it, it's not real. To
be a member of Facebook is
to place oneselfin a fabricated
world. Nothing ever really
goes wrong. The only things
that are posted on your wall
are the positive or humorous
things that happen to you, and
of course the things that no
one really gives a shit about.
It is especially alluring when
life isn't going so well for
you, as is the case with many
individuals during a tough
economic climate. The only
time on Facebook that you may be 'strapped
for cash' is on Farmville, and the worst that
can happen is that you lose the ability to buy
more virtual cows.
For those of you who are not socially inept,
Farmville and other random applications in
general have been known for their 'addictive'
qualities on Facebook.
Paul (not his real name) is one of many who
has admitted he is addicted to Facebook and
lays sole blame on its applications:
"I only signed up to Facebook because it was
a good way to stay in touch with people, but
then I started playing with the little application
games and got hooked". He adds that his
favourite application of all is the notorious
Farmville, stating "I feel like a real farmer
now".
Facebook addicts have been known to fight
over who has the finest farm of them ail. How
people still turned out in their droves, however,
there was a missing dimension to the crowd.
Evidently people were upset about many
things; the mismanagement of the economy
during the Celtic Tiger, the lack of regulation
of the banks and developers, the fact that none
of the guilty have been brought to court and
the billions oftaxpayer's money which will be
used into the by government to save the banks
through NAMA. The list goes on.
I attended the march because I believe it
affects me, my family, my community and my
college. It is hard to stomach the thought ofall
of the lost opportunities all ofus could have
someone can find such a chore like farming so
entertaining is laughable. Do not be alarmed
if your non-virtual friends become engaged in
this banter. Your friends are not real farmers!
Don't fool yourselves people. .Facebook
will not provide compensation when you fail
your degree, nor will complaining or creating
groups actually bring about a change in the
world.
Should your dreams start to feature people
writing on your wall or you suddenly find
yourself saying things like 'I will tag you in
this photo' when you are out having a life,
chances are you have become addicted.
Be cautious, some think they are immune to
the effects of facebook, until they try it and by
then it's too late. Protect Yourselves!
This article has been written by a Facebook
addict. As they say, thefirst step to recovery is
admittingyou have a problem.
had in the future. I was extremely disappointed
with the student turnout on the day, given the
consequences that I have mentioned above.
I cannot understand why DITSU did not march
to voice their protests and to seek to ensure
fair play for all. We are all registered to the
text service they use and it would have taken
seconds to send out a mass SMS encouraging
student participation in the demonstration.
Need I remind everyone of the loss offacili .
and increased capitation fees? Or bas DIT
submerged by a thick cl of U7Io......
was the famous radicalism of the student
movement in 2009?
Ne\\rs
n't ave it
Belie me I feel for t difficulties
hat face. Ho ever that doe n t
egate your respon ibility to abi by
h ru) in order to protect pedestrians.
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A bumper car lies silently in the eerie abandoned city of Chernobyl
Chernobyl
a terrible
beautyborn
Looking/or a different kind a/weekend get-
away? What about Chernobyl? Ukrainian
tour operators are offering guided day trips
to the site devastated by a nuclear accident
in the mid-80s. Susan Ryan took a look.
Chernobyl. The name conveys disaster,
dread, death. If you're visiting Ukraine, and
are curious enough about Chernobyl to quell
any overbearing anxieties about radiation
exposure, it is now possible to get a guided
tour of the area and see the damaged reactor
and surrounding area for yourself. Tours can
be organised for pairs or for groups travel-
ling from Kiev, although the availability of
tours for pairs is much less and the price
much much more.
Our group of 14 assembled at maydan
Nezalezhnosti (Independence Square) in
Kiev's city centre on a sunny September
morning. The rules are simple: bring a pass-
port, pay up front and prepare to sign the
waiver form protecting the organisers from
litigation should you later develop any kind
of radiation-related illness.
An English-language TV documentary
played on the bus outlining the accident and
the dr.amatic, tragic aftermath. On 26 April
1986, an accident at the Chernobyl Nuclear
Power Plant in then-Soviet Ukraine resulted
in the meltdown ofReactor 4. As part of the
ensuing clean up and containment opera-
tion, an exclusion zone was set up in the
perimeter of the accident zone. Today, there
are two exclusion zone checkpoints: one
30krn from the plant, and a second at 10kIn.
Initially evacuated, the area within between
the two perimeters has been deemed safe
for resettlement, and it is in this in-between
region that the town of Chernobyllies.
The bus stopped at the first perimeter where
solemn guards unenthusiastically checked
all passports. At this point our guide began
what would become his mantra of warnings:
'don't step on the moss', and 'keep shaking
your feet so you don't get nuclear dust'. The
latter resulted in a day-long mania of foot-
stamping by all participants.
We drove to the visitor's centre in Cher-
nobyl where our guide showed us maps
depicting the fall-out from the accident and
the uninhabited areas. He warned the group
to look out for any wayward wolves, one of
Whom had attacked some plant workers a
few weeks ago. You couldn't help thinking
those poor souls were blatantly the unlucki-
est on the planet; it wasn't enough that they
worked at the site of the worst nuclear ac-
cident in history.
Due to the absence of humans in the area
for some 20 years, nature has thrived.
Wolves and bears now feature, and a pack
ofwild horses introduced in recent years
has flourished. We were taken to a lake
beside the nuclear plant and encouraged to
feed bread to a school of enormous catfish.
Not the result of radiation, the guide assured
us, but because no one has fished in these
waters since the accident. The tour guide
also mentioned, incidentally, he would soon
commence a new season of ecological tours
of Chernobyl. This is presumably tailored
for the more environmentally-conscious
nuclear tourist.
After being told we couldn't photograph
security fences, plant employees or the
other (now disused but m, 'ed for safety
reasons) power pI'> . 'P..4ctors, the guide
brought us to Reactor 4, site of the 1986
disaster. The once-exposed reactor had been
hastily cooled with sand, cement and lead,
then built over with what appears to be a
giant cement barn. The reactor's chimney
stands likewise encased in cement, towering
conspicuously over the construction.
One eager tourist pointed to some scaffold-
ing welded to the western side of the plant,
the side facing our vantage point, and asked
if this was the foundation for the planned
new sarcophagus for the reactor. The guide
pointed to some enormous cement blocks a
few hundred yards away as the foundations
of the new covering, then explained that the
scaffolding had been added in recent years
when the wall began to bend. The current
rust-streaked cement sarcophagus will be
covered over by a new containment struc-
ture before 2012, which will in turn have to
Photo: Susan Ryan
be replaced in approximately 100 years.
The tour then moved to the city ofPripyat,
former home to the plant employees and
their families. Pripyat was evacuated the
day after the disaster and nature has done
its best to reclaim the dozens of Soviet-style
cement building blocks that were formerly
a hotel, a sports centre, a school, a cultural
centre, apartments. Our guide held a radia-
tion-measuring dosimeter to certain objects
to point out the levels of absorption, and
showed us just how toxic the moss really is.
It's hard to believe that people left Pripyat
so relatively recently, given the level of
damage and forestation. Furnishings have
been removed, possibly stolen by the van-
dals who took much of the city's metal.
Every step taken in the buildings ofPripyat
crunches on the shattered glass and books
lie strewn across hallways and corridors. A
Ferris wheel and bumper cars lie abandoned
and unused in an outdoor carnival planned
to open the week after the accident at the
plant, and trees have rooted along the many
balconies of former residences.
riving back to the visitor's centre, the bus
passed the area referred to as the 'red forest'
because the trees died and turned red after
contact with the exceptionally high levels
of radiation. The trees were subsequently
cut down and buried, but the area remains
highly contaminated. Our guide held the
dosimeter out the window as we drove past -
the numbers sped right off the chart.
The tour ended with each member of the
group being checked for any signs of ra-
dioactive contamination, a nerve-racking
moment, followed by a late lunch served
in the visitors' centre in Chernobyl and the
two-hour drive back to Kiev.
The one-day group guided tour costs $170 per person and
can be booked through SoloEast Travel
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Blackrock
toBangkok
By Andrew Purfield
For many students the duration of the
academic year is not spent essay writ-
ing or preparing for exams - it is spent
planning the approaching summer. From
saving for expensive flights to organis-
ing accommodation it can be as stressful
as many of our college responsibilities
but with three months off a year there is
no end to the opportunity one can pur-
sue.
America is an ever popular choice with
those who wish to undertake J1sand
work and play in equal measure. The
strict over 21s drinking laws can hinder
havoc-making for those in the 18-21 age
bracket though and the shockingly low
minimum wage in America can prove
a problem for young workers hoping to
fund their fun and frolics all summer.
Europe is clearly the easiest choice
as there are no visa hassles and home
is just a short plane ride away. This can
dilute the adventurous aspect of a stu-
dents' first long stretch away from the
nest. The safety and familiarity of Eu-
rope seems to be the reason why many
shy away on the search for something
more.
Increasingly this search leads hordes of
students to exotic Asia, more specifi-
cally Thailand. Young people who tire of
home and its western aspects go to Thai-
land in search of a fresh experience and
a culture shock. Stepping off the plane
into the humid, bustling and disturbing
Bangkok, a culture shock is indeed what
they get.
Most young students and 'back packers'
stay on the Khao San Road which is a
famous traveller destination. It is busy
and noisy and filled with shopping stalls,
hostels and massage parlours. Many are
disturbed by the seedy nature of certain
places in Bangkok, where one cans see
live sex shows; sadly Thai prostitutes
seem to be everywhere.
Once you arrive in Bangkok the options
are varied. Many chose to go directly
to the islands and some travel to Chang
Mai for jungle treks. These involve
staying in villages in the depth of the
Thai jungle, fantastic views and elephant
riding.
There are a great many dangers even
if you do chose to merely stay on the
main island trail. Most of the islands,
especially the smaller ones have virtu-
ally no police force and the few that are
present are easily
corruptible.
If you have a
problem, particu-
larly if it involves
locals the police
are usually re-
luctant to help
you. Many guys
involved in bar
fights or found
with drugs can
feel the wrath
of the unmoni-
tored police force.
If you find your-
self in a cell, the
best bet is most
definitely to try to
bribe local police
- this effort usu-
ally is successful.
The larger islands such as Phuket or
Koh Samui hold many of the same
traits as Bangkok. They have wild
night life, pollution, crime and in-
terestingly an increasing number of
transsexuals or 'ladyboys' who prowl
the streets usually in search ofWest-
em men. Young people go to these
islands stopping over on the way to
more desirable places or for the night
life and buzzing atmosphere. There is
also a wide variety of shopping to be
enjoyed, mostly street markets where
locals try to make a living haggling
with tourists.
Many of the smaller islands provide
young people with the escape they are
searching for. Koh Tao is among the
best diving sites in the world and at
around €300, it is the cheapest place to
become qualified as a diving instructor.
Beginners also can learn to dive and
avail of the amazing rates.
Another quiet island which young peo-
ple are drawn to is Koh Phi Phi, where
the legendary backpacker movie 'The
Beach' was shot. There are fire shows,
where you can jump through hoops of
fire and skip with the rope ablaze, and
incredible beaches (as long as you're
willing to endure a bit of a trek to get
there). However Maya Bay where 'The
Beach' is was shot is a disappointment
and is largely commercialised now.
An island which every young person
travelling Thailand will visit is Koh
Phangan. This is where the Full Moon
Party takes place every month. Thou-
sands flock to Had Rin beach for the
night where music plays through the
dawn into the mid morning. People
paint themselves head to toe in lu-
minous DV paint and drink buckets,
literally beach-buckets, of alcohol into
the wee hours.
This event is famous throughout the
travelling world as being one of the
wildest parties on the planet. The night
has its dangers and the clinics and
makeshift hospitals are brimming by
nights end with those who fell afoul
of drunken falls, alcohol poisoning, or
drug over-dose.
On the smaller islands there is very
limited health care available to tour-
ists. The advice to travellers would be
to prevent illnesses and accidents by
using insect-repellent and treating all
injuries appropriately before infection
sets in. Another crucial piece of advice
I would offer is to try to eat in clean
places, food poisoning doesn't sound
like too dire a consequence, but trust
me after eating a dodgy thai curry from
a street vendor, you'll find yourself
curled up in the foetal position begging
for death.
Disease and muggings are not the only
worry in this other-worldly place, there
is also a danger of fraud in Thailand
- there are many cases where bank or
credit card details have been stolen or
obtained illegally which consequents
in the unsuspecting bank account being
emptied (there were three of these inci-
dents on my trip). These cases are very
difficult to trace and prove therefore it
is difficult to get the stolen money back
through insurance.
Although the dangers and negatives of
Thailand are apparent, young people
will continue to flock there summer af-
ter summer. This is down to Thailand's
reputation for wildness and adven-
ture. This reputation certainly exceeds
itself and while young people strive for
a place that will broaden their horizons
and make a difference in their lives
they will continue to go there in search
for more.
Cusack has stated that he wished to be remembered
a~ a hurler first and foremost, not a gay hurler. After
hiS successful appearance on the Late Late show,
there were a plethora of commentators saying our
acceptance of Cusack shows how far we've come as a
nation and the usual mealy-mouthed platitudes.
The experience ofAmaechi, Mitcham and other
athletes who have come out may have served to
discourage Cusack, but it testament to his bravery
and honesty that he came out while still playing.
He did so frankly and often hilariously-telling
stories of wild nights on the prowl. "I played
exhibition match in Ho Chi Min City in Vietnam.
Next morning I woke up with a fella. Hungover.
Demented. Lost. It's all right waking up and not
knowing where you are in Cork, but in Ho Chi
Minh City?"
Colm Toibin, the award-winning writer, penned
a poem in honour of Cusack. He went on to say,
"The goals he saved may go down in history, but
the two chapters of his book where he talks about
his sexuality are shots that will ring around the
world. He is the first openly gay Irish hurler since
Cuchulainn."
In coming out, Cusack has shown his trademark
As ex-NBA player and coach, Sam Mitchell honesty and bravery, and we, as a nation should not
said when questioned about tolerance of John congratulate ourselves too much for how well we've
Amaechi's coming out, "It shouldn't be about taken the n~ws. We should treasure Cusack, not
tolerance, it should be about respect. People should because he IS a gay ~bassador, but ?ecause he is one
treat people as human beings. I wouldn't use the of the finest hurlers m the country, With three All-
word tolerance. Are people supposed to tolerate me Ire~ands ~ his pocket to prove it. When the fact that
because I'm black? Or are they supposed to treat he IS gay IS, but a footnote to the mans achievements,
me with respect because I'm a human being?" ~en we c~ applaud how far our nation has come, but
Just not qUIte yet.
It is an indictment (if only a slight one in the grand
scheme of things) that for the immediate future at
least, he will remain best-known as "the gay hurler".
This shows that being a gay sportsman is still regarded
as being a novelty instead of being an accepted non-
event.
Gerry 0' Carroll spoke in the Evening Herald about .,
Cusack's coming out as presenting an opportunity Cusack was also mtervlewed by the London Times
for the GAA to promote tolerance. Laudable as the and Independent, showing that the gay-sportsman-as-
sentiment of tolerance is, Cusack did not come out novelty effect is not just an Irish phenomenon.
because he wanted to be tolerated.
Australian Olympic gold medal winning diver
Matthew Mitcham says his decision to talk openly
about being gay probably prevented him from
cashing in on his success. He says he has attracted
precious little corporate sponsorship compared
to Australia's other gold medallists admitting "I
haven't had any companies rushing to sponsor me".
It may be argued that in an amateur sport like
hurling, the lack of sponsorship is not as much of
an issue. However, it is the GAA's amateur ethos
that means this is a larger issue for Cusack than for
a professional athlete. He still has to work a 9-to-5
job and by coming out, he is exposing himself
to the same insidious homophobia that affected
Mitcham.
Tom Humphries, who helped Cusack write the book
said "he has challenged that boorish machismo that
still underpins a lot of Irish society and a lot of GAA
life. And he has challenged those of us who by our
silence are accomplices in that culture. From now on
we have to judge ourselves, not DonalOg Cusack".
Many examples of the machismo that Humphries
speaks about were exhibited in the aftermath of
ex-NBA star John Amaechi's coming out. Amaechi
revealed his sexuality after an eight year career
including stints with the Orlando Magic and th~
Cleveland Cavaliers.
GAApride
In reaction to the ~ews ofAmaechi's homosexuality,
former All-Star TIm Hardaway-a selfproclaimed
homophobe-said, "I don't like gay people and I don't
like to be around gay people. I wouldn't want him on
my team. And you know I don't think he should be
in the locker room while we're in the locker room. I
wouldn't even be a part of that".
~s locker room machismo is a definite factor in the
small number of sportsmen who have decided to come
out according to the LGBT officer of the USI, Laura
Fi~ay, ",Locker rooms tend to be more homophobic
envu:onments but hopefully Cusack's coming out will
proVide young gay people with a role model as he is
all man and openly gay at the same time."
By cOID;ing out as gay in his new book, Cork hurler
Donal Og Cusack has become one of the few openly
homosexual athletes in the sporting world today.
In recent years a few athletes have decided to come
out, but these have usually been from individual
events such as tennis or diving. Only a small handful
of gay athletes in men's team sports have ever come
out of the closet-and only then after their retirement.
"I always would have felt a duty that, before I finished
m:y playing career, I would speak about it," Cusack
sal~. "Becaus~ I knew it would have a bigger impact
while I was stIll playing and potentially help guys who
are maybe not able to deal with the situation."
By Paul Mc Nulty
Freshers face
UCD rivals
By Andrew Purfield
DfT 2-10
UCD 0-16
The DIT fres~er hurlers .under the management
team of Adrian Cummms, Niall Kelly, Paul
Murphy, Sean Bourke and Padraig Donnelly came
into this game unbeaten after impressive wins
against St. Pats, DCU and GMIT respectively.
They knew that a win against their arch-rivals
Den would ease them into a semi final birth with
a game to spare.
Though the DIT lads did not have it all their own
way in a very keenl~ contested match. UCD raced
out of the block gomg ahead by 0-2 to 0-0 after
5 minutes. DIT .clawed. their. way back into the
game with the Impr~sslve Llam 6g McGovern
and Kevin Reid replymg.
UCD began to gain a foothold in the game scoring
3 unanswered points. DIT responded with another
point from McGovem and 2 frees from Reid to
leave the game tied at the break 0-6 apiece.
UC;D again found their feet quickly and went two
pomts 0-8- to 0-6 ahead just after the half time
cup of tea. The teams traded points to leave the
game at 0.-10 to 0-8 approaching the last quarter. It
was at thiS stage that DIT got the bit of luck they
badly needed. Kevin Reid struck a free from his
own half back line all the way to the net. UCD hit
back in style with 3 unanswered points to leave
the score at 0-13 to 1-8 in favour of our lads.
With the game finely balanced full forward
Mc~overn then received a pass from David
Enghsh~d took offon a mazy 30 yard run, he duly
~eedDaniel ~urphywho found the net with a first
time pull. This score sent the DIT supporters into
a frenzy. But DCD as .they had done throughout
the game responded With two points to put them
a point ahead. Eoin Murphy grabbed a fantastic
point on the turn from 50 yards out.
Kevin Reid struck a magnificent pointed free from
long distance to put the DIT lads ahead by a point
with a minute remaining. Reid then went from hero
to villain as he shoulder charged a DCD forward
to concede a free which was expertly converted by
the UCD free taker. This was to be the last score
of the game.
Alt~ough DIT showed good glimpses of play
at tImes they were well below their best on the
day. They now need to beat NUIG in Galway on
!hursday .19th of November to be assured a place
m the s~ml finals. On the evidence oftoday's game
they Will have to show significant improvement.
Good perf?rmers for DIT on the day were Daniel
Byrne, Enc Fallon, Kevin Reid and Liam 6g
McGovern.
DIT Team: Ger McManus, Denis Jones Daniel
Byrne, Eric Fallon, Oisin Cannon, Rob;rt
Hardy, Will~am Campion, Ray Hatton, David
Enghsh, Eo~ Murphy (0-1), Kevin Reid (1-7
I-6fr) , Damel Murphy, Shay Butler, Liam 6g
McG?vern (0-2), Ciaran Roberts. Patrick Boggan
for Claran Roberts Half time. Subs not used:
Enda Murphy, Finn Dunleavy, Jack Caffery,
Mattew Ryan John 0 Connor, Edward Nally,
Mark Hannon, Aron Condron, Ciaran Mangan,
Darragh Egan Kevin Creane, WaIter Mckeown.
---
Bac e
Ref om!!
We all say it, the referee's a complete
w*nker, but maybe we're not so wrong.
Our Sports Editor Paul Mc Nulty did a
big of digging to see just how despicable
the Refs really are
The only constant in this season's Premier
League has been the inconsistency of the top
teams. Last season the 'Big Four' lost 17 games
between them, but time around and after only
a third of the season, they have already lost 12
games again in total.
This is indicative of the improved challenges
from the likes of Aston Villa, Tottenham and
Man. City, and perhaps more pertinently, the
hasty demise of Liverpool's fortunes.
In this topsy-turvy season perhaps the only
thing that can be relied on is Alex Ferguson's
increasingly off-the-wall criticism of referees.
Following their latest 1-0 defeat to Chelsea,
Alex Ferguson again attacked the standard of
refereeing in the Premier League.
Fergie felt the free-kick from which John
Terry scored the winner should not have been
awarded, and that Wes Brown was fouled
as it went in. "You lose faith in refereeing,
that's the way the players see it. The referee's
position to make the decision was absolutely
ridiculous."
This was Ferguson's third swipe at referees in
quick succession, following his rant against
referee Alan Wiley after Sunderland had the
temerity to draw 2-2 with Ferguson's charges.
"He was not fit enough for a game of that
standard," he said in an interview with MUTV
following the game.
"The pace of the game demanded a referee
who was fit. You see referees abroad who are
as fit as butcher's dogs. We have some who
are fit. He wasn't fit. He was taking 30 seconds
to book a player. He was needing a rest. It was
ridiculous," added Ferguson.
The United manager has since been forced to
apologise on the club's official website "for
any personal embarrassment [his] remarks
may have caused". However, the head of the
referees' union Alan Leighton was not satisfied
with the Scot's apology, calling it "half-
hearted", and he suggested that Ferguson be
handed a ban for the original remarks.
Though Sir Alex thinks the standard of
refereeing in the Premier League is lacking;
things look a lot worse across the pond in the
NBA. Publication of a book published by Tim
Donaghy has been halted by its publisher,
Random House.
Donaghy was a referee in the NBA for 13
seasons and the book was to have covered his
experience as an NBA referee and the events
leading up to his conviction on fraud charges.
Donaghy was sentenced to 15 months behind
bars as well as a three year suspended sentence.
His crime was taking thousands ofdollars from
a professional gambler in exchange for inside
tips on games -- including ones he refereed.
He also placed bets of tens of thousands of
dollars himself.
This controversy was bad enough for the
reputation of the sport, but excerpts of the
controversial book have been leaked online.
Donaghy claims that the corruption was not
limited to him, but included other referees,
and ranged all the way up to the NBA front
office. '
He claims that the 2002 Western Conference
Finals between the Los Angeles Lakers and
the Sacramento Kings (think the Champions
League semi-final as a similar equivalent)
were rigged at the order of the NBA top brass.
The underdog-Sacramento-were leading the
best of seven series 3-2.
In a meeting before the sixth game, the league
officials told the umpires that certain calls-
calls that would have benefitted the Lakers-
were being missed by the referees. In the end
Sacramento lost the game with the Lakers
shooting 27 free throws to Sacramento's 9.
Donaghy went on to accuse another referee
Dick Bavetta of fixing games at the NBA's
request to ensure the big-name, and more
importantly big-money, teams went through in
crucial games.
He made further revelations that the NBA used
nefarious tactics to make sure that star players
got more favourable calls. He cited the case
of Raja Bell-a Phoenix Suns player who had
the knack ofbeing able to match up with Kobe
Bryant.
Bryant is one of the NBA's marquee players,
and at refereeing conferences, videos were
shown of Bell. "The footage I analyzed
usually illustrated fouls being called against
Bell, rarely for him. The message was subtle
but clear - call fouls against the star stopper
because he's hurting the game," Donaghy
alleged in the leaked extracts.
Overall, as bad as Ferguson thinks he has
it, the antics of Donaghy and his allegations
surely put the mistakes of Premier League
referees in context. Ferguson is railing at their
honest mistakes, while the NBA has to look
into a whole systemic failure that allowed this
corrupt criminality to flourish.
Up the
•JUDlper...
With Conor Ward
Ireland's top rugby players launchedthemselves into
the Guinness with all guns blazing last weekend.
The Guinness Series of autumn internationals that
is, not some gruesomely boozy three-day bloodbath
down in Temple Bar.
That side of things will be left in the capable hands
of the supporters - and who better to kick things
off in royal fashion with the Irish and fellow lovers
of the sweet amber nectar, the Australians, a great
bunch of lads.
Events on the pitch were almost as interesting,
because our clash with the Wallabies at Croke Park
last Sunday measured up to be a very decent Test
match. Even though it has become more and more
commonplace in recent times, the visit of a major
southern hemisphere power in the autumn still
whets the appetite.
Of course that's largely down to the quality of the
opposition, but where it was once very much a case
of admiring their superior brand of rugby, now it's
about trying to beat them, outplay them and prove
that we really do have a rightful place at the game's
top table.
The feel good factor that emerged from last season's
magnificent Grand Slam triumph is still hanging
around, thankfully, even now all of eight months
later. Sure it feels more like a mere few weeks
ago to the Wardmeister, as he reflects fondly on
that dramatic day in Cardiff, when finally all the
sad near misses of the past melted away and, all
of a sudden, it all seemed worth it. The dream had
become reality.
That did not fill our mastermind coach Declan
Kidney with any fanciful notions, however, as he's
now back to plotting the next step forward for his
side and the quest for greater glories. By mixing
up the squad with a batch of new players, the
canny Corkman has kept the players on their toes
in the knowledge that places, even in the extended
squad, are not easy to nail down. With that said, the
frontline squad was a smart selection at this stage
with plenty of strength and experience.
Cian Healy was ready to step up to the plate in the
front row and played an absolute blinder. Bob Casey
and Leo Cullen are now also viable contenders for
the engine room.
Scrum-half Tomas O'Leary is back in fine form
from Munster after serious injury, and we were of
course well served in the back division by Brian
O'Driscoll (Ireland's best ever player, bar none),
Gordon D'Arcy, Luke Fitzgerald, Rob Kearney,
Tommy Bowe and Keith Earls.
Drico's 79th minute try was a gift from rugby
gods.
The big selection dilemma for Kidney, ofcourse, is
now for the most important position on the pitch,
at out-half. The Roginator's kicking game, and
distrubution were a thing of beauty, nonetheless
Jonny Sexton's brilliant form for Leinster stretching
back to last season's heroics still make him
impossible to ignore despite Rog's best efforts. This
is the start of a long running dual for the jersey.
Wardstradamus - staring into his crystal rugby ball
- reckons we have a great year ahead ofus.
I'm optimistic, God help me.
